Skyline Splendora® Display Fabric Care and Cleaning


- Handle fabric graphic in a clean area with clean hands or use Skyline white gloves during installation and dismantle.
- If fabric graphic becomes wrinkled, install it on the hardware or adjust and wait for the wrinkle to relax.
- If necessary, you can use Skyline Fabric Steamer lightly over the entire graphic without touching the steamer to the fabric. Touching the fabric with the steamer will create a water mark.
- Wait 4-8 hours for fabric graphic to dry. Marks from steaming will be visible when wet and will fade slightly when dry, but may still be noticeable.

Helpful Hints
- Avoid using water on the Splendora fabric unless a water mark will be less noticeable than the stain itself.
- Treat stains from the back side of the graphic with a dry cloth, especially when stain is caused by oil.
- Never pack fabric graphics away while wet or damp as they may develop mold.

Stain Treatment
- Before treating stains remove fabric graphic from hardware.
- Remove dry debris with tape to remove build up.
- Using a dry white cloth, dab stained area from the outside edges inward to avoid spreading the stain.
- Spot cleaning with water is NOT recommended for the Splendora fabric. If necessary, use minimal amounts of water to reduce spotting.
- Air dry any water spots, do not dab wet spots.

Cleaning
- Fabric graphic can be machine washed if it does not include magnets, non-flexible extrusions or attached hardware.
- Machine wash - quick cycle (25 min) using warm wash with minimal detergent (scent free / bleach free, NO brighteners, NO softeners) and cool rinse.
- Tide detergent is recommended.
- An industrial washing machine may be necessary for large sized fabric graphics.
- Line dry or machine dry using delicate cycle.
- Fabric graphics and liners, if applicable, must be completely dry before packaging. Mold can develop if fabric graphic is packaged damp.

Warning: Fabric graphic can shrink if warm to hot heat is used in washing or drying process.

The grid below reflects our recommendations based on testing of 13 cleaning products on dirt, oil and ink.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GUIDE FOR USE WITH POLYPOPLIN FABRIC GRAPHICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Any Spot – Start with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Tape to remove soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Dab with dry towel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Wash entire graphic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No expressed or implied warranty is intended. This information is provided to assist you with the care and maintenance of your Skyline product. Skyline does not warrant against the staining of your fabric product or inability to remove stains should they occur. Skyline Exhibits in no way endorses one cleaning product over another. The grid provided merely reflects our test results.
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- Handle fabric graphic in a clean area with clean hands or use Skyline white gloves during installation and dismantle.
- If fabric graphic becomes wrinkled, install it on the hardware or adjust and wait for the wrinkle to relax.
- If necessary, use Skyline Fabric Steamer or cool iron on opposite side of graphic.
- Wait 4-8 hours for fabric graphic to dry. Marks from steaming will be visible when wet and will fade when dry.

Helpful Hints
- Treat stains as soon as possible for best results.
- When possible, treat stains from the back side of the graphic with a dry cloth, especially when stain is caused by oil.
- Never pack fabric graphics away while wet or damp as they may develop mold.

Stain Treatment
- Before treating stains remove fabric graphic from hardware.
- Remove dry debris with tape to remove build up.
- Using a dry white cloth, dab stained area from the outside edges inward to avoid spreading the stain.
- Use minimal amounts of water to reduce spotting and prevent making the stain area larger.
- When using a cleaning product, be sure to rinse the area thoroughly with warm water to prevent residue stains.

Cleaning
- Fabric graphic can be machine washed if it does not include magnets, non-flexible extrusions or attached hardware.
- Machine wash using cold water wash with mild soap and cool rinse.
- An industrial washing machine may be necessary for large sized fabric graphics.
- Line dry or machine dry using cool heat or delicate setting.
- Fabric graphics and liners, if applicable, must be completely dry before packaging. Mold can develop if fabric graphic is packaged damp.

Warning: Fabric graphic can shrink if warm to hot heat is used in washing or drying process.

The grid below reflects our recommendations based on testing of 13 cleaning products on dirt, oil and ink.

| GUIDE FOR USE WITH POLYPOPLIN FABRIC GRAPHICS |
|-------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Any Spot – Start with | Dirt | Oil | Ink |
| * Water | Baby Wipes | Alcohol or Tide to Go™ | Baby Wipes or Shout® Wipes |
| * Soap and Water | Baby Wipes | | |
| * Baby Wipes | | | |

No expressed or implied warranty is intended. This information is provided to assist you with the care and maintenance of your Skyline product. Skyline does not warrant against the staining of your fabric product or inability to remove stains should they occur. Skyline Exhibits in no way endorses one cleaning product over another. The grid provided merely reflects our test results.
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